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INet ongoing Projects

Meeting Minutes (23.11.2018)
The HG approves the minutes of the last meeting (23.11.2018) without
any change. The minutes are available on the Teldas website.

Decisions/
Actions
Approval

Web Service Project:
Project start was early 2019, on track. Current work focuses on the new
notification service which will push notifications to the TSPs near real
time and thus have less frequent pull requests.
Next steps:
18.4: final version of ONP module on staging. TSPs shall participate to
UAT.
19.6: roll out on production, TSPs can start using WS.
Project Web GUI:
Project not yet started, first workshop for working group members to be
held in May. A second workshop is planned for early July. Following
these workshops, there will be an implementation offer and the
decision, if the project is carried on.
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Action:
TSPs to
participate
to WS UAT
(WG
AI1106)

Liechtenstein Status / Version 9 Contract:
At HG meeting in November 2018, it was decided to accept
Liechtenstein on the CH platform. As a consequence, Liechtenstein has
been added in ONP contract: Version 9 contains new clauses on
porting specifying that porting can only be done on a national level
between operator of the same country.
Version 9 is currently used with new operators. Teldas will soon ask all
operators to sign the latest version, once WS clauses have also been
added to it. Version 9 is available in track changes on the Teldas
webpage, material changes concern clauses 3.2.1.1 and 3.2.1.4.
B. Reichmuth announces that Austria might be interested. A. Christen
confirms and was in contact with regulator and that they already
decided for another supplier.
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INet Release 2019
It is proposed to have a small INet-Release in 2019 with no impacts on
the operators’ SSH interface.
Most changes are bug fixes or small features, among which ones:

Approval

CR1291: Change request for new country flag (for Liechtenstein). This
will allow only ported numbers of Switzerland or only of Liechtenstein
(on WS).
CR1288: Automatic Cancel of Work Order if no Represent is sent after
x days. This will help because there will not be anymore Timeouts after
Reject.
CR1182: will help to avoid erroneous rejects for prepay when departure
sms is received
Full list of change requests can be found on the Teldas Webpage under
Projects > INET-Server Releases > INet-Releases 2019.
WG recommends all the changes and will do tests to assure that
internal systems are not affected.

Action:
TSP to
participate
to UAT
INetRelease
2019 and
confirm
project
planning
(WG
AI1098)

The HG approves release content.
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ONP User Contract
Example of Wholesale Partner porting many number raises question
whether there should be an administrative fee covering the costs rather
than a fee per number.
OFCOM’s view: needs to be settled by providers.
HG agrees not to define a price tag for mass portings in the ONP User
Contract (Appendix 2), because the porting costs varies due to the
different set up at different providers. Clause 2.3.3 will be changed to
the following text:
“For “mass portings” transactions as defined in (11), the porting fee
must be agreed with the Donor Operator on a bilateral basis.”

Decision
not to
introduce
administra
tive fee,
but to
change
clause
2.3.3 in
Appendix
2
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INA Contract
There are cases of smaller TSPs having implemented INA 0800/084x
numbers without having signed the Swisscom Transit Service Contract.

Decision
not to
change

2

These TSPs charge other TSPs whose end customers have used the
INA Service based on no contractual basis.

INA
contract

Swisscom specifies that their INA Transit Service Contract is a purely
commercial offer. This is not regulated.
UPC has an open request with OFCOM whether TSPs must offer such
a contract.
HG decides that there should be no changes to the Teldas INA contract
in regards to this situation.
WWCom and Swisscom will try to find a bilateral agreement (> AI
1103).

Action
AI1103

UPC will inform other HG members once answer from OFCOM is
received.
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PoA Process, PoA Template
Sunrise, UPC & Salt raise concerns regarding the current draft because
it does not match with the different commercial set ups at the
companies. HG agrees to restart the review and involve legal
departments and customer relations department at the companies.
Sunrise will propose a new draft and set up a meeting with the other
TSPs ( >AI 1102).

Decision
to restart
the
reviewing
process
with HG
members
Action
AI1102

Routing Change at act_time
Please report Routing Issues to A. Christen
HG supports the proposed changes in chapt. 5.3.6)

Decision:
ONP Doc
chapt.
5.3.6 ok
Info

AOB
European Electronic Communications Code (EECC) Directive (EU)
2018/1972: OFCOM (B. Hofmann) presents its effect on CHnumbering. For details see Presentation uploaded to Teldas
Homepage. TSPs are welcome to adress their feedback or questions
reg. the EECC to OFCOM.
INA industry standard:
Not talked about due to lack of time. → New AI 1105
Action Items: https://www.teldas.ch/projects/meetings/headgroup.html
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Action
AI1105

End of Document

15.4.2019, Liliane Ackle
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